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Given its past as a so-called information-poor and authoritarian country, China has recently made remarkable progress in information disclosure and environmental transparency. Since enacting the Open Government Information Regulations and the Environmental Information Disclosure Measures in 2008, China has advanced the actual amount of environmental information disclosed to civil society actors, the diversification and pluralism of environmental information suppliers and users, and the diversification in the methods of transparency and disclosure. This has significantly changed environmental governance in China. In practice, however, practical and more fundamental problems and limitations in environmental information disclosure continue to exist in China. Moreover, it is not yet clear what the actual effect of information disclosure is on environmental pollution reduction and environmental quality.
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Introduction
Environmental governance through information, for instance through the 1986 Emergency Planning and Right to Know Act of the United States, has been practiced as an complement to command-and-control and market-based modes of environmental governance [1–5]. The revolutionary developments in information and communication technology over the past two decades have accelerated this informational governance, spreading it around the globe to developing and transitional economies, including China. China has often been labeled a typical ‘authoritarian’ or ‘paternalistic’ state, where policies were made largely by the central government and implementation depended on the local governments. Lack of implementation incentives for local officials, deficient central surveillance and absence of civil society participation and engagement have been blamed for poor enforcement of these policies.

China is of course not an average country when we consider environmental information disclosure and informational governance. For a long time, China has been considered an ‘information-poor environment’, where the state is in strong control of not only the economy but also information [4,6,7]. The main conventional information institutions, such as television, newspapers, the radio and news agencies have been kept in state hands for a long time, and information release through these institutions has been under strong state control. However, over the past two decades a significant change has taken place regarding the state’s monopoly in information and informational processes [8]. And arguably the environmental field is leading in a cautious move to bounded information pluralism and transparency, caused by at least two processes. First, developments in information and communication technology have undermined the control of the state in information provision and dissemination. While the Chinese state undertakes major efforts to control the Internet [7,9], it faces the limits of total information control in the Information Age. Second, especially in the field of the environment the central government has allowed and even actively stimulated information disclosure and media openness, often with the idea to build countervailing power against local — state-owned or state-backed — powerful polluters. This environmental transparency is often not supported by local authorities. With environmental information disclosure and more (media) freedom to report on environmental catastrophes and protests the central state hopes to counteract what it considers distortion of information by local and regional authorities. Hence, information disclosure becomes part of environmental governance.

In this article we review the policies, practices, limitations and effects of China’s informational governance on the environment. We first assess the legal and policy
developments, subsequently turn to the implementation practices and effects on polluters and local governments, and finally appraise the role of civil society and trust in information sources in informational governance.

Legislation and policies
Arguably, the 1989 Environmental Protection Law (EPL, Articles 11 and 31) was the first piece of legislation in China that provided a legal base for the production and public release of environmental quality and pollution reports, environmental accidents reports, environmental impacts assessment reports and information on illegal discharges of pollutants by industries. Environmental information disclosure, however, was considered a one-way dissemination tool (as intra-departmental or government-to-public information flow), rather than a governance instrument. Over the years, mandatory environmental information disclosure has been increasingly inserted in other national laws, such as those on noise prevention and control (Articles 19, 30, 35), air pollution prevention and control (amended in 2000; Articles 20, 21, 25), water pollution prevention and control (amended in 2008; Articles 19, 36, 68), promotion of cleaner production (amended in 2012; Articles 10, 17, 27, 28, 36), and environmental impact assessment (Articles 5, 11, 21). Often guidelines have been added to these laws to substantiate and operationalize disclosure requirements and policies, such as the recent disclosure guidelines for environmental impact assessments. In addition, sectoral and local experiments took place in applying environmental information disclosure as a governance instrument.

Environmental information disclosure really matured with the Environmental Information Disclosure Measures (EIDM), which came only into force in 2008 as the first sectoral operationalization of China’s 2008 Open Government Information Regulations (OGIR). The main motivations behind the OGIR were to alleviate information asymmetry between actors; to gain political credit by improving transparency of governmental work; and to improve administrative performance [10, 11, 12]. The 2008 EIDM forces governmental authorities at all levels as well as serious industrial polluters to disclose environmental information to the public. Provincial Environmental Protection Bureaus (EPBs) have to disclose environmental information to the public on four major categories: environmental laws and regulations; environmental quality; environmental management and supervision; and environmental accidents and emergency responses. EIDM also requires that so-called ‘serious polluting enterprises’ must disclose information on the concentration and volume of each pollutant discharged; the environmental facilities in operation; and the company’s emergency response plan. The main goal of EIDM was to further involve new actors in environmental governance: the public, NGOs, and the media. EIDM was as much a codification of informational developments taking place in China since the turn of the millennium [7, 13], as a new venue to further push environmental disclosure practices and institutions towards informational governance.

Since EIDM environmental information disclosure policies have expanded. Most recently, disclosure of environmental information found a further and stronger legal basis in the 2014 Environmental Protection Law EPL, with an entire new chapter on information disclosure and participation of citizens in environmental governance [14, 15]. Even the law-making itself (actually a revision of the 1989 EPL) was more open than ever, with unique disclosure of several drafts, ample opportunities for scientists and public to become involved and the employment of informational governance strategies by the Ministry of Environmental Protection (MEP), as we have discussed elsewhere [14, 16]. With enforcing this EPL, MEP and EPBs can push further environmental information disclosure by detailing procedures, mechanisms and enforcement measures for effective public participation. The year of 2014 saw an intensive enactment of policy measures to guide information disclosure of different target groups: Regulation on the Implementation of the Law on Guarding State Secrets 2014, Interim Regulation on Enterprise Information Disclosure 2014, Measures on Self-monitoring, Surveillance and Information Disclosure in National Key Monitored Enterprises 2014 (Trial), Measures on Pollution Sources Supervisory Monitoring and Surveillance and Information Disclosure in National Key Monitored Enterprises (Trial), and Guidelines on Construction Project EIA Governmental Information Disclosure 2014 (Trial). With all that China seems to have set a favorable legal and policy infrastructure for informational governance on the environment. China is no longer short of legal and policy instruments for furthering environmental transparency and information disclosure, although some scholars and stakeholders would prefer more instruments in these laws for enforcement of implementing these rules and regulation, and less exemption possibilities given to companies and local governments for actual environmental information disclosure [12].

Implementation practices: authorities and polluters
How have authorities and companies reacted to these environmental information disclosure laws and policies? Governmental evaluations of the implementation of EIDM 2008–2013 [17] document the progressive achievements in terms of an increased number of viewers of governmental websites with mandatory disclosed environmental information, growing environmental information requests received and answered (e.g. from 68 in 2008 to 1076 in 2013 by MEP), more information items being disclosed and a growing use of disclosure forms. Independent evaluations of EIDM [10, 11, 18] unveiled problems and failures: a meager track record of slow, incomplete and sometimes unwilling implementation
of EIDM by EPBs and polluting companies, often using Article 8 of OGIS (on exemption due to ‘national security, public security, economic security or social stability’) as arguments for continuing confidentiality of environmental information [10,11*,18*,19]. Sanctions on lack of implementation or on violations of EIDM have also not yet been reported. The MEP’s initial refusal in 2013 to disclose the data from the first national soil pollution survey as state confidential (only finally released in 2014) further questioned the application of the confidentiality rule.

There are also cases in which governmental authorities have ignored information disclosure principles and rules. For instance, decisions on nuclear power plants construction were made with almost no information disclosure to the public living close to the newly build energy plants [20,21]. In addition, public participation and information disclosure during the environmental impact assessment (EIA) on construction and investment projects are required following the 2003 EIA Law, but the record of such participation and disclosure is rather poor [22,23]. Similar problems have been noticed regarding an innovative policy instrument called ‘Environmental Impact Assessment Restriction Targeting Regions (EIARTR, 璐(mi) Xianpi)’. The MEP introduced in 2007 the freezing of EIA approval of all new projects in an administrative region (e.g. a municipality or county), as a punishment for failing to meet regional environmental quality targets. This new administrative measure to safeguard regional environmental quality was also applied by provincial level EPBs [24]. But this freezing of EIA approval is controversial: questions have been raised by environmental law experts, the public and local governments regarding the legitimacy, transparency and environmental effectiveness of applying these measures.

Studies on mandatory or voluntary environmental and corporate social responsibility information disclosure by companies focus on either stock-listed companies [25,26,27**], on local case studies [19,28,29], on specific industrial sectors [25], on substances such as greenhouse gas reporting [30], on investors [2,31**], or on industry samples according to size or pollution levels [32]. Together these studies show that information disclosure levels are related to organizational characteristics of industries (larger companies, foreign or state-owned companies and companies in polluting sectors disclose environmental information better) and to activities of other stakeholders (e.g. more pressure of governments, shareholders, creditors, and community groups result in more and better environmental information disclosure of companies). At the same time these studies show that overall the levels and details of company environmental disclosure in China are low. More than in OECD countries, companies disclose especially favorable and qualitative environmental information, and hardly problematic (accidents, emissions above standards) and quantitative data [30,32]. From all these studies there proves to be little solid, causal and convincing evidence on the relation between the degree and quality of environmental information disclosure and better environmental and/or economic performance [33].

Studies on company and city environmental performance rating and their disclosure started in 1999 with the so-called Green Watch programme. Initially, the former MEP together with the World Bank piloted an experiment on company environmental performance rating in two cities, which was extended to other provinces [6,34,35,36**]. While positive associations were reported between environmental performance rating of disclosure programs and overall improvement of company environmental performance [33], also here scholars have cautioned for selection bias and influence of time [5,28]. Firms with better environmental ratings perceive positive impacts on market competitiveness, overall market value, and — to a lesser extent — relationships with different stakeholders [37]. Liu et al. [28] showed, however, that companies were not too impressed by these advantages of disclosed ratings, as poor ratings did not result in pressure from the various stakeholders and the public due to lack of consequences that affect companies’ core interests. This might change for larger companies with the recent policies on Green Credit and Green Securities, where MEP has published a black list of companies that are no longer entitled to financial credit and listed companies on the Shanghai and Shenzhen stock markets have to disclose company environmental performance data for initial offerings or refinancing [38*,39*].

Finally, informational governance and transparency has hardly taken off in value chains in China. In OECD countries environmental information on and transparency of products and production processes, especially in the form of third party logo’s, labels, standards and product information, is increasingly governing the sustainability of value chains [40**,41]. In China this kind of informational governance of value chains is only present in export chains (especially to European, North American and Japanese markets) or chains led by multinational companies (MNCs) [12**,37], and hardly in value chains where production and consumption are largely limited to the domestic market [42] and developing countries. Even with respect to value chains that commonly raise citizen-consumer concerns, such as food products, informational governance in domestic value chains is largely absent [43**,44]. This is partly a result of limited consumer requests for environmental labels and the large distrust of Chinese consumers in national environmental labeling and information systems [41,45,46].

Figure 1 illustrates the information disclosure process, showing that the actual functional pathways to achieve improved transparency and environmental effects depend
on the information characteristics and which information suppliers and users are involved in the process, including societal actors that are discussed below.

**Civil society empowered with information**

The term ‘civil society’ has been used in many studies on China, often without proper differentiation, clarification or specification whether these studies targeted civil society organizations, social groups, NGOs, government-organized NGOs, the public in general, individuals, media or a mix of any of these categories. The common denominator seems often some kind of distance from the government and commercial sector, although even that is not always the case. Despite all the controversies and confusion around civil society in China, different statistics confirm the same trend: the boom in the number of registered domestic civil society organizations (including NGOs) is spectacular and environmental civil society organizations have formed a fast growing sector. The Ministry of Civil Affairs, for instance, reported that China went from zero domestic civil organizations before 1994 to 547,549 civil organizations by 2013, of which some 7013 were listed in the category environmental and ecological protection [47]. This review applied a broad definition of civil society denoting the non-governmental and non-commercial reality in environmental information disclosure in China.

Partly enabled by a larger ‘room for manoeuvre’ [48] and partly through endogenous developments, China’s civil society has been increasingly engaged in environmental information disclosure. Citizen complaints on pollution have been for quite some time a successful ‘citizen science’ mechanism used by Chinese authorities to complement conventional governmental monitoring programs. These complaint systems also prioritize to some extent where governmental interventions for a better environment should be made, although most environmental complaints are made by more educated people and in wealthier areas and regions [7,49].

More recently, official complaint systems have been complemented by a variety of civil society engagements in information disclosure practices. Strong relations between the media and civil society [50,51], the emergence of investigative journalism [52] and decreasing central state control on media reporting of environmental misbehaviors has increased media reporting on environmental
accidents, illegal pollution discharges and environmental protests over the past decade. Environmental accidents and pollution victims, local environmental protests, failing environmental authorities and new policy initiatives are increasingly disclosed in local and national media (newspapers, radio, television), not in the least by first being reported online [53]. This media coverage puts public pressure on those responsible to act in favor of the environment. Environmental information is being increasingly disclosed on planned para-xylene (PX) production facilities [54,55], waste incinerator siting [56], ground water pollution [57], food quality and safety [43,58], and environmental protests/activism [59,60]. But at the same time, in quite a number of cases this media disclosure does not come easily and/or is suppressed and prevented by local authorities and enterprises [19,61,62]. Several studies show that environmental media reporting can still be strongly framed and controlled by Beijing, such as in the case of nuclear power [20,21,63,64].

The information and communication technology (ICT) revolution has further expanded the possibilities of civil society to obtain, produce, spread and disclose environmental information, increasing its role in informational governance in China [9,61]. Besides a large number of individual bloggers and Weibo (a Chinese micro blogging website, akin to a hybrid of Twitter and Face book) users, it is specially the Chinese non-governmental organization Institute of Public and Environment (IPE) that has — together with Chinese and foreign partners — been leading the non-state disclosure of environmental information. IPE has constructed and continues to maintain and update online databases on enterprise violations of air and water pollution legislation covering 300 cities and 31 provinces; the development of the Pollution Information Transparency Index (PITI) of initially 113 municipal government environmental disclosure practices (increased to 120 cities in their 2014 report) [18]; the Air Quality Information Transparency Index of cities [65], and the Corporate Information Transparency Index [66]. These web-based systems release information over and assess the transparency of pollution sources throughout China, the air quality of a large number of major Chinese cities, and cover over 1600 companies. Moreover, some of these and other environmental databases have been used by innovative companies to build systems for real-time online environmental (especially air) quality information of Chinese (and foreign) cities (accessible through mobile phones), enhancing pressure on city governments (through media, complaining citizens and political representatives at higher levels) to clean up their living environment. Through different mechanisms of accountability, reputation and competition these disclosure systems have shown indeed some positive influence on environmental transparency as well as environmental performance [66]. In a number of cases companies and cities have sought to avoid being laggards in environmental pollution, environmental quality or the disclosure of environmental information, and improved their performance. But in numerous cities (including the capital Beijing) air quality indicators remain far above World Health Organization standards for too many days, and have hardly improved over the past years.

Information and trust

In all these practices of information disclosure, desired informational governance only works if information that can be obtained is trusted by the targeted groups. In China the trust profile amongst citizens in sources of environmental information provisioning is quite distinct from that found in western countries [13]. According to several surveys we conducted in recent years on information and trust using similar questions, the government, especially the central government, remains the most trusted information source in cases of nuclear power accidents, high speed train risk and rural industrial pollution (Table 1). This is partly due to a lack of alternative reliable sources, partly due to the adaptive capacity and competence the central (but not the local) government has shown during major emergency responses. But this strong position of the central government as trustful environmental information provider is less clear when it comes to sustainable and healthy food, where scientific experts seem to be a more trusted source of information [43,45,46,67]. Consistently, environmental information from local governmental authorities is much less trusted, as is shown in numerous case studies [19,54*].

Companies and non-governmental organizations are not widely seen as reliable sources of environmental information in various studies. Especially the position of non-governmental organizations is fundamentally different from those in OECD countries, where they are often considered as major sources of reliable environmental information, next to scientists [41]. While in China civil society imposes pressure on industries or governmental

<p>| Public trust in information sources on the environment in China (in percentage of respondents) |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sources</th>
<th>Nuclear power ( n = 226 ) [21]</th>
<th>High speed trains ( n = 828 ) [88]</th>
<th>Rural industrial pollution ( n = 523 ) [19]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Government</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Companies</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relatives/friends</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scientists</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENGOs</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International organizations</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don’t know</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
agencies, it rarely has the legitimacy, authority and capacity of the central government according to ordinary citizens confronted with environmental risks. This profile of citizen trust in environmental information is dependent on levels of income and education, as higher levels of education and income reduce the dominance of the central government as trustful environmental information source.

This trust in NGO environmental information seems to be different with respect to institutional decision makers, as companies and city governments have considerable trust in data disclosed by the Chinese NGO IPE.

Future outlook
Neither the concept of ‘authoritarianism’ nor ‘paternalism’ can really capture the dynamics and complexities of the political reality with respect to environmental information disclosure in contemporary China. The coexistence of encouragement and constraint, confrontation and cooperation, surveillance and transparency features the coevolving state-society relationship in China’s environmental governance. With states often brought together under the label of authoritarian regimes, such as Russia, Vietnam, and Singapore, China shares the strong position of the central state, also in the production, dissemination, access and control of information. But more than in Russia and Vietnam, in China the state has become responsive to environmental information demands of society lately. It has learned to cooperate with non-governmental organizations and institutions to improve the enforcement of central environmental policies at local level (using public pressure, for instance) and ultimately improve its legitimacy as an environmental state. In that sense, China is practicing informational governance of the environment, by applying transparency and information disclosure to govern environmental protection. Although perhaps unexpected in a country with an ‘information-poor’ environment, China has definitely jumped on the bandwagon of informational governance on the environment by making significant progress in environmental information disclosure over the past decades.

While in OECD countries environmental transparency has come under critical scrutiny [69] because of, among others, information overflow [70], this is not (yet) the case in China. While there is definitely strategic use of environmental information disclosure by the Chinese government, and (unintended) perverse effects can follow from environmental information disclosure (e.g. when powerful private companies enter the environmental information battlefield), all scholars see the furthering of transparency and disclosure of environmental information as much wanted and needed developments in China. It might not always directly lead to environmental improvements (as indicated above), but its indirect effects in terms of environmental awareness and learning, as well as empowering citizens, are additional valuable effects. Crucial in China is that too many companies and governmental authorities are still unwilling or actively hindering information disclosure for wider constituencies and there is still a major information disparity. In addition, the overall quality of environmental information disclosed by governmental agencies or companies remains low in terms of adequacy, reliability, credibility, timelines, and usefulness [10,22,71]. More verifiable information, widely disclosed and active public debate and learning following that information will advance — directly and indirectly — informational governance. These are also the future challenges for informational governance in China: improvement of environmental information accessibility and information quality. This is not primarily a technical issue of better digital information systems, or better and more widespread monitoring programs. The challenges are first and foremost related to breaking down the political, social and institutional barriers that hinder environmental information disclosure, and further the debate on quality and verification of environmental information. Also after coping with these challenges one key question remains: does environmental information disclosure improve environmental performance of governmental agencies and firms? While most transparency studies (in China and elsewhere [27**,33,64,67]) show ambivalent environmental improvements resulting from information disclosure, Tan [13] interestingly investigated multiple pathways (see Figure 1) on how environmental improvements can be achieved through information disclosure. Such an approach may lead to more ‘targeted transparency’ [52]: disclosure directed at concrete mechanisms and target groups that can achieve environmental improvements.
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